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All organizing is science fiction. 
We are bending the future, 
together, into something we 
have never experienced.  A 
world where everyone 
experiences abundance, access, 
pleasure, human rights, dignity, 
freedom, transformative justice, 
peace. We long for this, we 
believe it is possible.

-Adrienne Maree Brown

Nobody is more dangerous than he who imagines himself pure in heart.
-James Baldwin
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By The Reverend Dr. Emily 
Melcher

Imagination, according to 
Merriam-Webster is “the act 
or power of forming a 
mental image of something 
not present to the senses or 
n e v e r b e f o r e w h o l l y 

perceived in reality.”

What a perfect fit for these times, when 
humanity seems to be waking up to the fact 
that the reality we know and have helped to co-
create is neither sustainable nor just. While it’s 
comfortable enough to invite complacency on 
the part of those who enjoy its benefits, it’s 
wholly inadequate as a response to the 
liberatory impulse that’s rising around the globe 
and from earth herself.

This winter and spring, we here at UUCWI are 
coming together in a three-step process to 1) 
discern our most deeply-held values, 2) 
discover our unique gifts and capacities, as 
well as our limitations, and 3) imagine UUCWI 
into the future. 

This is a generative process of group 
discernment, which promises to deepen our 
self-awareness, strengthen our connections 
with one another, and evoke horizons for 
UUCWI that we haven’t yet perceived. 

While a social organization may well have no 
need of such a process, a Unitarian 
Universalist congregation is rooted in a long 
tradition of liberatory values, and a saving 
message of love that transcends the gathered 
community. For us, a process like this calls us 
back into the timeless, transcendent values we 
share. It calls us outward into awareness of the 
unique role we’re situated to play in the wider 
world. And it calls us forward to a future worthy 

of the best in us, whether or not we’re still here 
to benefit from it.

These are the lofty goals of the Heart of 
UUCWI Process, the first part of which takes 
place the 4th week in January. 

Imagination is the gift – and the purview – of all 
of us, not just the minister or the elected 
leadership of the congregation, but all of us 
together, in dialog with our experiences, our 
tradition, the wider community, and the future 
we imagine. 

In order for each person to participate as fully 
as possible, we’re offering multiple sessions 
with facilitated small-group break-out rooms. 
Advance registration, due Jan. 12, is 
required for each individual (couples 
should not register together). Click here for 
registration form. Kindly indicate all sessions 
for which you could be available in order to 
help us accommodate everyone. We’ll let you 
know on January 15 which group you’ve been 
assigned to. 

Please, do join in this important process!

And, in the meantime, Happy New Year to you!

Love,
Emily Melcher, Minister

From Our Minister

https://uucwi.breezechms.com/form/43d9ee32
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Soul Matters Sharing Circle offers this list of questions for our monthly theme of Imagination. You are 
invited to spend time with this list, not in order to answer the questions, but in order to identify the one 
question that speaks to you most. The goal is to figure out which question is “yours.” Which question 
captures the call of your inner voice? Which one contains “your work”? Which one speaks to “your 
calling”? If none of the questions seem to speak to what life is asking of you, you are invited to spend 
the month listening to your days to hear your question.

1. Have you ever been “saved” by your imagination?

2. Has imagination ever led you astray?  

3. Have you become more or less imaginative with age?

4. Is your imagination kind or cruel to you?  

5. What is the opposite of imagination?

6. We all live with a voice that says “One day I will...” What “possible life” has been with you the 
longest? 

7. Do the “mustn’ts,” “shouldn’ts,” and “won’ts” from your childhood still impact your imagination?

8. What do you want to thank your childhood imaginary friend for?

9. What “made up” cultural story do you think our society most sufferers from?

10.Do you use your imagination to enhance reality or to flee from it?

11. Albert Einstein said, “Imagination is more important than knowledge.” Do you buy it?

12. Is there more to see in your “enemy” than what you’ve been imagining?

Your Question

Music

YouTube 
Spotify Songs 

Check Out Soul Matters 
Playlists for 

A People of Imagination

https://music.youtube.com/playlist?list=PLvXOKgOQVYP5L-CbY1QYQ4KUhLqWztTbp
https://open.spotify.com/playlist/2A95x5sGUcodj48PB3u8C5?si=7i1Xgp1CSjK_BBdyu1IECw
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By Terra Anderson, 
Board of Trustees Treasurer

What do you think imagination 
is?  And where do you think it 
comes from?  Synonyms 

include ingenuity, creativity, vision, inspiration, 
inventiveness.  Are these the purview of a 
select few people – artists maybe – anointed 
by the universe and hence luckier than others?  
Do we have more imagination as youth than as 
adults?  I wonder if my childhood imagination 
was less encumbered than it is now, when, as 
a child, life was less complicated and there 
were fewer responsibilities to juggle?  And 
maybe that’s just another story?  Last month, 
Emily wrote on the theme of Stillness.  One 
sentence caused me special pause: We have 
nearly unlimited access to information (and 
misinformation) about everything imaginable, 
so we forget to discover and imagine. 

I watch each day as our 11 year old grandson, 
Leo, goes outside to play his “imagination 
game.”  He never reveals what it’s about.  It’s 
personal.  But I observe him running, walking 
slowly, standing still, feinting with…(perhaps 
imaginary beings?).  I’m never sure whether 
he’s even present to his surroundings or in 
another space and time altogether.  Wherever/
whenever he is, he’s fully engaged.  His 
imagination occupies him for hours.

So what’s the role of imagination for us at 
UUCWI and how do we tap into that resource?  
We have the opportunity this month to 
participate in an experience called the Heart of 
UUCWI.  Together, we will discern the values 
that draw us together and hold us in 

community.  True, we have “principles” which 
undergird our faith.  But if your mother asked, 
“What does your faith stand for?”, how would 
you respond?  

This is just one step in a larger process that will 
eventually lead us to imagine our future 
together.  What d i f fe rence can our 
congregational presence make for ourselves 
and our community?  Andrea Fink hinted at 
that with her eNews column printed on 
December 25th “Who are we and what are we 
about?”  Why does it matter to Whidbey Island 
that we exist? Or do we exist solely for our own 
enjoyment?  These questions are a matter for 
our hearts and our imaginations.  As Thomas 
Moore said in his The Re-enchantment of 
Everyday Li fe: “We tend to consider 
imagination too lightly, forgetting that the life we 
make, for ourselves individually and for the 
world as a whole, is shaped and limited only by 
the perimeters of our imagination. Things are 
as we imagine them to be, as we imagine them 
into existence.”   I look forward to discovering – 
together – what we can imagine into being.

From Our Board of Trustees
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By John Long, 
ELD Committee Member 

More than two decades ago, 
a small number of island 

folks imagined a Unitarian-Universalist 
congregation on Whidbey Island, a frankly 
audacious imagining. Would there be enough 
interested people to create a congregation? 
Would there be stewardship to eventually hire 
a worship space or a part-time minister? Even 
more audaciously they imagined that, at some 
point in the future, this congregation might 
build its own worship space. 

As you yourself can imagine, there were lots of 
reasons to think that this as yet nonexistent 
congregation would never materialize. There 
were so many unknowns and so much work to 
be done. But there is a power in imagination as 
we wonder “what might be.”

So these founders of the future UUCWI moved 
ahead. They met many times in homes over 
coffee and finally found a number of places that 
eventually became rented worship spaces 
including The Lone Lake Grange and the 
annex at Trinity Lutheran Church. And after 
several years of being an entirely lay led 
congregation, they  hired a quarter-time 
minister. They had established UUCWI by 
imagining that they could.

But their imaginings were bigger. They wanted 
a physical space that would allow classes and 
special gatherings and a place for the working 
committees of the congregation to meet and 
plan. And though the founders were generous, 
there simply wasn’t enough funding for a 
church building. 

Again they imagined a path forward. What if 
they did a large portion of the construction 
work themselves? But most of them had no 

experience in construction. Most of them were 
lawyers and teachers and librarians and 
musicians and even a rocket scientist. But they 
believed that they could learn to put up siding 
and put down a hardwood floor and the many 
other pieces that make up a building. And they 
did it.

T h e E n g a g e m e n t a n d L e a d e r s h i p 
Development Committee is doing the same 
kind of imagining. What if many folks in this 
congregation could see themselves as 
congregational leaders – sharing their talents 
and experiences to strengthen and sustain 
UUCWI.  There is no better way to honor those 
who went before us than to continue the work 
that they have brought this far. It’s easy to look 
around the congregation and see the wonderful 
and generous work that past and current 
leaders have done through audacious 
imagination. It’s a little harder to see ourselves 
stepping into their shoes. But it can be done. It 
has been done. And we are the ones to do it if 
UUCWI is to prosper and fulfill its promise.

So if the nominating committee approaches 
you about a Board position or a committee 
Chair asks “Who will succeed me?” or you 
simply see an opportunity where your energy 
and talents can honor the vision of the 
founders, please let your imagination guide 
you. 

From Our Leadership Council

I believe that imagination is stronger than 
knowledge. That myth is more potent than 
history. That dreams are more powerful than 
facts. That hope always triumphs over 
experience. That laughter is the only cure for 
grief. And I believe that love is stronger than 
death.

-Robert Fulghum
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By Cathie Vincent, 
Soul Matters Group Facilitator

What does it mean to be a 
people of imagination? 
Certainly, as Unitarian 

Universalists, we work to make our vision of a 
just and equitable society a reality. We imagine 
peace in a war-torn world, humans in harmony 
with Nature, and a world where people of all 
colors can be safe. This imagining gives 
guidance to our journey, both personal and as 
a congregation. 

The gifts of imagination are more than just a 
vision of an ideal future. Imagination, after all, 
is the Mother of Creativity. “Everything that is 
real was imagined first,” (the Velveteen 
Rabbit). Science fiction writers, scientists, and 
Presidents all imagined we could travel to the 
moon. At the onset, we did not have the 
mathematics, the computers, or even Tang to 
make it so. But in 9 years we put a man on the 
moon. Proving, as Einstein said: “imagination 
is more important than knowledge.”

Soul Matters, this month,  looks at the gifts of 
imagination. In addition to improvement, it 
invokes the gifts of being accompanied, 
reassuring us that we are not alone. Perhaps 
you can imagine an ancestor, parent, or dear 
friend walking with you during your time of 
need giving reassurance and easing the grief 
and pain of loss. Perhaps you remember an 
imaginary friend from childhood, an invisible 
companion that kept you safe from the 
monsters under your bed.

Speaking of monsters under your bed, there is 
a dark side to imagination. The body does not 
readily distinguish reality from imagination. For 
instance, if we see someone different from 
ourselves we may imagine them as dangerous. 
D is t ingu ish ing fac t f rom fancy takes 

awareness. One day as I was walking along 
the sidewalk I passed a black woman. My brain 
registered: homeless, maybe on drugs. I 
slipped my purse to the other side. I was totally 
unconscious of my action until the woman said, 
“Hey whitey, what you afraid of?” What had I 
imagined would happen? This awareness of 
the dark imagination may be good for writing 
thriller novels, but becomes dysfunctional in 
society. However, the awareness of this event 
allowed me to reimagine what I could have 
done differently and how I might react in the 
future.

Lastly, imagination illuminates the world, 
making the ordinary numinous and the 
common, precious. It brings alive what might 
be. It brings magic into our lives. I believe that 
imagination is what gives the soul wings to 
soar and the courage to create. Where will 
your imagination take you?

From Our Soul Matters Groups

Because white people can’t police their 
imagination, black people are dying.

-Claudia Rankine, from Citizen
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By Ruth Richards, 
Worship Committee Chair

Albert Einstein is quoted widely 
as saying “Imagination is more 
important than knowledge. For 
knowledge is limited to all we 

now know and understand, while imagination 
embraces the entire world, and all there ever 
will be to know and understand.”

For me, it’s a process of knowledge following 
imagination. As a member of the Worship 
Committee blessed with the privilege of 
designing and implementing services, I call on 
my imagination to find a way to present a 
framework that will connect ideas with a theme, 
engage your attention and spark your 
imagination and curiosity. Of all the themes we 
wil l address in this, our first year of 
experimenting with theme-based ministry, I 
believe Imagination most closely informs our 
approach to worship.

The Rev. Brian Ferguson, a UU minister in 
Redwood City, CA, said in a recent sermon, 
“One of the struggles of our human condition is 
our frequent inability to view the world from 
another person’s perspective. This seems to be 
a problem religiously, politically, and culturally – 
creating significant divisions amongst us.

Our Unitarian Universalist religious tradition 
places great emphasis on the use of reason to 
interpret our experience to derive spiritual 
meaning and even ethical guidelines. What 
about the use of our imagination to gain a 
wider perspective beyond just our own 
experience and reason?”

Imagination can take us beyond the daily 
reality with which we’re surrounded. Once out 
from under preconceptions, one’s knowledge 
base steps in to help coax the imaginative idea 

into a reality for a better world. Kids are great 
at imagining better worlds. There is no limit to 
their curiosity and creativity, two sisters of 
imagination. We’re planning a service this 
month that will include some very imaginative 
students of all ages who will fill us in on what 
they are imagining and why they are moved to 
act on it.

The column this time is, in part, a crowd-
sourced effort. Here are some direct comments 
from your fellow congregants that primed my 
thoughts on the theme of Imagination:

“Worship asks me to imagine my personal 
spiritual path by inspiring and prodding me to 
examine the wisdom of others and integrate it 
with my own experiences of life.”

“Imagination is intangible and involves 
creativity, putting it in the spiritual realm.  As a 
spiritual element of worship, its source is 
unknown but we learn to tap into it with spiritual 
practice.” 

“Worship is a puzzle, aching for assembly. It 
wants to go this way or that, be fluid or solid, to 
reveal and reveal again. Imagination is one tool 
by which it is assembled. We do it together, 
leaders and worshipers, with imagination as a 
way to search for the metaphor that unlocks 
and comprehends.”

“I would hope that worship would stimulate the 
imagination, showing us a better world 
populated by our better selves, and leading us 
there.”

Worship Committee
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Sunday, Jan 3, 2021 10am
Gifts of Imagination
Effie Brown with Eileen Soskin, Leo Bialik, 
Bill Graves & Judi Nyerges 
Our imagination is often focused on how to 
change or improve our future lives. Equally 
important imagination can help us recognize 
and celebrate the beauty, magic, and the 
sacred present in our daily lives.  As we begin 
a new year, community members from 
childhood to elderhood will share many ways 
imagination inspires their music, poetry, art, 
stories, and spiritual journeys. 

Sunday, Jan 10, 2021 10am 
The Problem With Imagination
Rabbi Ted Falcon with Mark Simpson
Yes, sometimes imagination is “funny.” 
Sometimes it “makes a cloudy day sunny.” Yet 
there are also times when our imagination 
enhances our fears, ignites our defensiveness, 
and perpetuates our divisiveness. How are we 
to make the best use of this incredibly creative 
faculty of imagination?

Sunday, Jan 17, 2021 10am
A New Community
The Reverend Dr. Emily Melcher
In 2017, in the midst of another racially 
charged moment in Unitarian Universalism, our 
Unitarian Universalist Association (UUA) 
appointed a Commission on Institutional 
Change, charged with “supporting long-term 
cultural and institutional change that redeems 
the essential promise and ideals of Unitarian 
Universalism,” specifically with regard to 

Topics and speakers may change as we strive to be 
attentive to the changing needs of the congregation and 
the changing situations in our community and the world.

systemic racism and white supremacy culture 
in our congregations and the UUA. They 
i s s u e d t h e i r r e p o r t a n d 
recommendations, Widening the Circle of 
Concern, in June, 2020, at our UUA General 
Assembly. Today’s service introduces their 
findings, and points to an emerging future for 
us all. I encourage you to read the report. Read 
it online or download it here.

Sunday, Jan 24, 2021 10am
Stop “Paying” Attention
Dr. Isabel Call
To love someone is to nourish them with 
appropriate attention. In an economy that 
commercializes our attention, giving attention 
to the holy in each other on Sunday morning is 
a radical and transformative act. Stop “paying” 
attention. Instead, deepen your capacity to give 
and receive love, widening the circle while 
clarifying your values.

Sunday, Jan 31, 2021 10am
Imagination: Our Children and Their Future
Ruth Richards
It is our human nature to wonder what the 
future will bring. As we close our month 
contemplating Imagination, we will visit with 
several students who are imagining their 
future, choosing to create, and working to 
improve the world.

Hymn of the Month: #95 
There is More Love Somewhere

African American Hymn
You can find several wonderful videos of this 
hymn on YouTube.

January Services

https://www.uua.org/uuagovernance/committees/cic/widening

